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Introduction

A general Gray code for a very large family of combinatorial objects is given in [4]; it
is based on generating trees (or ECO operators) and objects are encoded by their corresponding path in the generating tree and often it is possible to translate the obtained
codes into codes for objects. Later, in [3, 7, 18] the ECO method is applied for generating
Gray codes for some restricted classes of permutations. Motivated by these papers, we
investigate the related problem for several classes of words. More precisely, we express in
terms of ECO method known Gray codes for Dyck words, Grand Dyck words and combinations, and develop new Gray codes for Motzkin and Schröder words. The techniques
we present here is, in a way, complementary to that of [4]: it is less general but easy to
describe, understand, implement and manipulate. Also, our generating trees-based construction is an alternative to the reversing sublists technique [12], shuffle combinatorial
objects [15], order relations [17, 19] or bubble languages [13], and has the advantage that
intermediate produced objects are still (smaller size) objects in the same class. Some
preliminary results concerning binary words have been presented in [16].
ECO operators and rules. We recall the definition of an ECO operator as it is formalized in [1]. Let O be a class of combinatorial objects and On the subclass of objects of size
n. An operator ϑ on the class O is a family of functions (one for each n) ϑ : On → 2On+1
with 2On being the power set of On . If the operator ϑ satisfies the following conditions:
1. if x1 , x2 ∈ O, and x1 6= x2 , then ϑ(x1 ) ∩ ϑ(x2 ) = ∅,
1

2. for each y ∈ On , n ≥ 1, there exists a unique x ∈ On−1 such that y ∈ ϑ(x),
then {ϑ(x)}x∈On−1 , n ≥ 1, is a partition of On and ϑ is called an ECO operator.
Alternatively, an ECO operator can be expressed in terms of ECO (or succession) rules.
A colored integer is an integer or an integer with a subscript which is called color. For
a colored integer e, |e| denotes the value of e regardless its color and |e| = e if e is simply
an integer. For instance |2a | = 2 and |3| = 3.
A succession rule on a set of colored integers Σ is a formal system consisting of a root
e0 ∈ Σ and a set of productions of the form
{(k)

(e1 (k))(e2 (k)) · · · (e|k| (k))}k∈Σ

with each ei (k) ∈ Σ, 1 ≤ i ≤ |k|, which explain how to derive, for any given k ∈ Σ, its
|k| successors, (e1 (k)), (e2 (k)), . . . , (e|k| (k)), see for instance [1]. In this context Σ is called
the set of labels.
A generating tree induced by a succession rule is an infinite tree with the root (at level
zero) labelled by (e0 ). Each node labelled by (k) has |k| successors with the labels given
by the production rules. A tree is a generating tree for a class of combinatorial objects if
there exists a bijection between the objects of size n and the nodes at level n in the tree.
Note that a class of combinatorial objects may have several generating trees.
In the context of Gray codes we associate to each colored integer k ∈ Σ a direction,
down or up, and we denote by k the colored integer k with direction down and simply
by k the colored integer k with direction up. The list of successors of (k) is obtained by
reversing the list of successors of (k) then reversing the direction of each element of the
list. For instance, if the successors of (3) are, in order, (2), (3) and (4), then the successors
of (3) are (4), (3) and (2).
Dyck words and Grand Dyck words. A Dyck word is a binary word with the same
number of 1’s and 0’s and satisfying the suffix property: any suffix has at least as many 0’s
as 1’s. Dyck words code a wide variety of combinatorial objects including binary trees or
lattice paths. We denote by D2n the set of length 2n Dyck words. A natural generalization
of Dyck words are p-ary Dyck words which are binary words with exactly p − 1 times as
many 0’s as 1’s and satisfying the p-th order suffix property: any suffix has at least p − 1
p
times as many 0’s as 1’s. We denote by Dnp
the set of p-ary Dyck words of length np,
2
and D2n = D2n .
If the suffix property condition is dropped from the definition of Dyck (resp. p-ary
Dyck) words, then the obtained words are called Grand Dyck (resp. p-ary Grand Dyck)
words and the set of length 2n Grand Dyck (resp. length np p-ary Grand Dyck) words
p
2
is denoted by GD2n (resp. GDnp
), and GD2n
= GD2n . Finally, the set of length n
binary words with exactly m occurrences of 0 is denoted by Cn,m and these words code
p
p
(n − m)-combinations of an n-element set. Obviously, Dnp
⊂ GDnp
= Cnp,n(p−1).
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Motzkin and Schröder words. A Motzkin word is a word over the alphabet {0, 1, a}
which after erasing each occurrence of a gives a Dyck word; and we denote Mn the set
of length n Motzkin words. A Schröder word is a Motzkin word in which each length
maximal factor of the form aa . . . a has even length. Clearly Schröder words have even
length and S2n denotes the set of length 2n Schröder words.
Gray codes and generating algorithms. A Gray code is an infinite collection of wordlists, one list for words with same length, such that the number of positions in which two
consecutive words in each list differ is bounded (independently of the word-length) [20].
For a δ ≥ 1, a Gray code has distance δ if consecutive words differ in at most δ positions.
p
p
In particular, a Gray code for Dnp
(for GDnp
, or for Cn,m ) is an exhaustive list for the
binary words under consideration such that successive words differ by the transposition
of a 1 and a 0, that is the list is 2-Gray code; a Gray code is circular if the last and the
first word in the list differ in the same way, and a Gray code is called homogeneous if the
1 and the 0 that exchange positions are separated only by 0’s.
In the context of ECO-based Gray codes, a (k) or (k) labeled node in the generating
tree corresponds to a word with k successors; and the successors of a (k) labeled node are
the same as for (k), but in reverse order.
An algorithm for generating a list of words is called CAT [14] (as Constant Average
Time) if the number of operations necessary to transform each word into its successor in
the list, is constant in average.
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Dyck words

Let d = d1 d2 . . . dnp be a p-ary Dyck word of length np, and ℓ be its length-maximal 0’s
suffix. In other words, d = d1 d2 . . . dnp−ℓ 0ℓ with dnp−ℓ = 1, and the suffix 0ℓ is called the
last descent of d. For each u, 0 ≤ u ≤ ℓ, the word d1 d2 . . . dnp−ℓ 0u 10ℓ−u+p−1 is a p-ary
Dyck word of length (n + 1)p called a successor of d. This succession rule is called last
descent rule. For example, the three successors of the length six binary Dyck word 110100
according to this rule are: 11011000, 11010100 and 11010010; see Fig. 1 (a) where Dyck
words are represented as lattice paths.
A (k) labeled node in the generating tree corresponds to a p-ary Dyck word with its
last descent of length k − 1. Its (ordered list of) successors are obtained by inserting, from
right to left, a 1 into its last descent, then adding a 0p−1 suffix; and the successors of a
(k) labeled node are the same but in reverse order. For example, the Dyck word 110100
in Fig. 1 (a) must be labeled by (3) in the generating tree.
Theorem 1. The succession rule

(1)
(k)

(p)(p + 1) · · · (p + k − 1)
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(1)

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) The three successors, according to the last descent rule, of the binary Dyck
word 110100: 11011000, 11010100 and 11010010. (b) The three successors, according to
the last descent rule, of the binary word 0100: 01100, 01010 and 01001.
gives a circular Gray code for p-ary Dyck words, where the root of the generating tree is
the empty word ǫ.
See Fig. 2 for the first levels of the generating tree induced by the succession rule
(1) with p = 2; and Fig. 3 (a) for the first four levels of the 3-ary Dyck words (p = 4)
generated by this rule.
Proposition 1. For p ≥ 2, the first and last length np word given by the succession rule
(1) is (10p−1)n , n ≥ 1, and 1102p−2(10p−1 )n−2 , n ≥ 2, respectively.
Remark 1. For p = 2, the Gray code induced on D2n by the succession rule (1) is the
reverse of Ruskey-Proskurowski’s Gray code [11].
p
Now, we give a succession rule for a more restrictive Gray code for Dnp
; as expected,
this rule is more complicated and involves colored labels.

Theorem 2. The succession rule

 (1)a
(k )
(pa ) (p + 1)b (p + 2)b · · · (p + k − 1)b
 a
(kb )
(p + k − 1)a (pa ) (p + 1)b (p + 2)b · · · (p + k − 2)b

(2)

gives a homogeneous Gray code for p-ary Dyck words, where the root of the generating
tree is the empty word ǫ.
Proposition 2. The first and last length np word given by the succession rule (2) is
(10p−1)n and 1n 0(p−1)n , respectively, for n ≥ 1.
p
by the succession rule (2) is Eades-McKayRemark 2. The Gray code induced on Dnp
Bultena-Ruskey’s Gray code [8, 5].
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Figure 2: (a) The first five levels of the tree induced by the succession rule (1) for p = 2;
and (b) the corresponding generated binary Dyck words.
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Combinations and Grand Dyck words

Let d = d1 d2 . . . dn be a binary word in Cn,m , and ℓ be its length-maximal 0’s suffix; that
is, d = d1 d2 . . . dn−ℓ 0ℓ with dn−ℓ = 1, and as above, the suffix 0ℓ is called the last descent
of d. For each u, 0 ≤ u ≤ ℓ, the word d1 d2 . . . dn−ℓ 0u 10ℓ−u is a length (n + 1) binary
word in Cn+1,m, called a successor of d. This succession rule is the last descent rule for
combinations. For example, the three successors of the length four binary word 0100 are:
01100, 01010 and 01001; see Fig. 1 (b) where binary words are represented as lattice
paths. This recursive construction of Cn,m gives the following succession rule, where the
size zero object is 0m , the unique binary word in Cm,m .
Theorem 3. For a fixed m ≥ 1, the succession rule

(m + 1)
(k)
(1)(2) · · · (k)

(3)

gives a (circular) Gray code for Cn,m, n ≥ m.
Proposition 3. The first and last length n word given by the succession rule (3) are
0m 1n−m , and 10m 1n−m−1 , respectively.
See Fig. 3 (b) for the first five levels of the generating tree induced by the succession
m
rule (3) for m = 3. In particular, for a given p ≥ 2, when n = p−1
· p, (that is, at level
n − m in the generating tree) the succession rule (3) yields a Gray code for GDnp = Cn,m .
Remark 3. The Gray code induced on Cn,m by the succession rule (3) is the revolving
door Gray code [9, 10].
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Motzkin words

Let w ∈ Mn be a length-n Motzkin word, s its length-maximal suffix which does not
contain the letter 1, and k = |s|a + 1. The following points below give the successors of
w, and so an ECO operator for the set of Motzkin words.
• The word wa is a Motzkin word of length n + 1 with k + 1 successors;
• If |s|a > 0, then for a given j, |s|a ≥ j > 0 let w ′ as′′ be the factorization of w where
s′′ is the suffix of w with exactly j − 1 occurrences of a. The word v = w ′1s′′ 0 is a
Motzkin word of length n + 1; it has j successors.
Theorem 4. The succession rule

(1)
(k)

(1)(2) · · · (k − 1)(k + 1)

gives a Gray code for Mn with distance 4.
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Figure 3: (a) The first four levels of the generated 3-ary Dyck words (p = 3) induced
by the succession rule (1). (b) The first four levels of the generating tree induced by the
succession rule (3) with m = 3.
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Schröder words

Let w ∈ S2n , and k be the length of its length-maximal 0’s suffix, plus one; and w ′ the
prefix of w such that w = w ′ 0k−1. Then w has 2k successors and the following points
below give the successors of w, and so an ECO operator for the set of Schröder words.
• waa ∈ S2n+2 is a length 2n + 2 Schröder word with 2 successors;
• w ′ 100k−1 ∈ S2n+2 is a length 2n + 2 Schröder word with 2k + 2 successors.
In addition, if k > 1, then for any j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 we have
• w ′ 0k−1−j aa0j ∈ S2n+2 ; it has 2j successors;
• w ′ 0k−j 100j−1 ∈ S2n+2 ; it has 2j successors.
Theorem 5. The succession rule

(2)
(2k)
(2)(4)(4)(6)(6) · · · (2k)(2k)(2k + 2)

(5)

gives a Gray code for Sn with distance 5.
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Algorithmic implementation

The direct algorithmic implementation of the succession rule (1) gives the algorithm
gen Dyck up below. The words are stored in the global array d, and for convenience
it is initialized by 0np , and the main call is gen Dyck up(0,1) corresponding to the root
of the generating tree. The procedure gen Dyck down, not shown, essentially executes
the statements of gen Dyck up in reverse order and replaces the calls of gen Dyck up by
gen Dyck down and vice-versa.
procedure gen Dyck up(size, k)
local i;
if size = n · p then Print(d);
elsed[size + 1] := 1;
gen Dyck up(size + p, p);
d[size + 1] := 0;
for i from p + 1 to k + p − 1 do
d[size + p + 1 − i] := 1;
gen Dyck down(size + p, i);
d[size + p + 1 − i] := 0;
end do
end if
end procedure.
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Proposition 4. Procedure gen Dyck up generates p-ary Dyck words of length np in constant average time.
Proof. This algorithm satisfies the following properties:
1. the total amount of computation in each call is proportional with the number of
direct calls produced by this call,
2. each non-terminal call, except the root, produces at least two recursive calls (i.e.,
there is no call of degree one, except to the main call), and
3. each terminal call (degree-zero call) produces a new permutation.
In [14] it is shown that a generating algorithm satisfying these properties runs in constant
average time. See Figure 2 (b) for the first levels of the tree induced by the call of
gen Dyck up(0,1) with p = 2.
The algorithmic implementation of the succession rule (2) is similar to the one of (1)
and we have:
Proposition 5. The algorithmic implementation of the succession rule (2) gives a CAT
generating algorithm for a homogeneous Gray code for p-ary Dyck words of length np.
Generally, the implementation of the succession rule (3) for Cn,m does not give a CAT
mp
algorithm. Nevertheless, for an integer p ≥ 2 and for n = p−1
, numerical evidences show
total amount of computation
that number of generated words ≤ 2; and so, it seems that the succession rule (3) yields a
CAT algorithm for the set of p-ary Grand Dyck words.
Based on succession rules (4) and (5), similar algorithms with same time complexity
can be developed for Motzkin and Schröder words.
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